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After enduring back-to-back road games decided by the final play, the Herd comes home for Southern Mississippi.

Inside this edition:

- Make-up artist helps bring ‘Monster’ to life
  >Page 2
- ‘Herd vs. Zombies’ invades campus
  >Page 2
- Huntington shop creates local styles
  >Page 4

Friday: HIGH 61° LOW 45°  
Saturday: HIGH 54° LOW 37°  
Sunday: HIGH 52° LOW 36°
Haunted history in Huntington

By SHANNON STOWERS
THE PARTHENON

A local paranormal investigation group will offer haunted history tours in Huntington during Civil War Days weekend.

The tours are provided by the Huntington Paranormal Investigations and Research team and are focused on sharing the historical and haunted history of Huntington.

For Melissa Stanley, the founder of HPIR, the idea for the tours came after she had been on ghost tours in other cities. HPIR decided to approach the Huntington Civil War Days organizer with the idea of doing a tour during the weekend and the organization agreed.

“The first tour was a history only tour; Stanley said. “With many tours going on at different ghost stories, by the following year we had gathered some ghost stories of Huntington to do a haunted history tour that is what we’ve been doing ever since.”

The walking tours make stops at local historical homes and buildings. Stops on the tour include the Huntington House, Canterbury Methodist Church Cemetery, the Hylton House and the Patterson House, which Stanley said is so creepy, the tour participants refuse to approach & present the tour guide about their best stories to the historical aspects of the home.

ST. GERMAIN’S ‘MONSTER’ CREATION

By JEN LUCANS
THE PARTHENON

The Marshall Theatre Alliance produce the play “Monster” by Neal Bell in November at the Francis-Booth Experimental Theatre in the Joan C. Edwards Performing Arts Center Nov. 13 to 16 and Nov. 21 to 23 at 7:30 p.m.

Costume and makeup designer Joan St. Germain creates a three-quarters face cast of Frankenstein in the upcoming “Monster,” set to be performed at the Francis-Booth Experimental Theatre in the Joan C. Edwards Performing Arts Center. Nov. 13 to 16 and Nov. 21 to 23 at 7:30 p.m.

“I do all this because it’s so much fun,” she said. “It changes someone’s appearance and to mess with the audience’s minds. I enjoy the psychological aspect of characters and character development. I interpret this in terms of what people see. I enjoy doing the visual creation of characters.”

‘Monster’ will be shown at 7:30 p.m. Nov. 13 to 16 and at 7:30 p.m. Nov. 21 to 23.

Josh Lycans can be contacted at lycans13@marshall.edu

Marshall prepares for zombie invasion

By COLTON JEFFRIES
THE PARTHENON

Students may see the campus of Marshall University change quite drastically starting Monday. Students will be wearing colorful wristbands.

Some students will be carrying bright yellow toy guns and sneaking around campus, afraid they will be attacked. Some curious students may be doing zombie makeup, despite the fact that Halloween was a week ago. Students have nothing to fear, however, as this only means that the popular game, Herd vs. Zombies, has shuffled its way into Huntington.

Herd vs. Zombies is an offshoot of the popular game Humans vs. Zombies, played on campuses, neighborhoods and even military bases all across the country.

The game consists of a single person starting out as a “zombie” (to keep things fair, they may go without their wristband at the start of the game) and that person must hunt down and “kill” as many humans as possible by tagging them. If a zombie doesn’t tag a person in a set amount of time, they “starve” and are out of the game. The humans can turn the zombies by shooting them with Nerf guns or balled up socks in lieu of ammunition.

The game ends after a week or so and victory goes to the side that has the most remaining players.

Since the game’s start in 2005, the game has become one of the most popular events at the university. The game is different each year and gives out awards based on performances during the game. James Lynch, one of the people in charge of organizing Herd vs. Zombies, was particularly enthusiastic about how popular the game is at Marshall.
**Q:** If you were stranded on an island and could only bring three things, what would they be?

**A:** A banjo, a fully packed camping bag and matches.

**Q:** Where is your favorite place to eat in Huntington?

**A:** Black Sheep

**Q:** What is one thing you can’t live without?

**A:** My computer. I store a lot of work digitally, so losing my computer would be as if I never existed.

**Q:** Where is your favorite place to eat in Huntsville?

**A:** At the moment, my computer. It’s where I store a lot of work.

**Q:** Who is your idol?

**A:** Steve Prefontaine.

**Q:** Who is your celebrity crush?

**A:** Tyrese Gibson.

**Q:** If you could have any superhero power, what would it be?

**A:** Supersonic speed. You still get all the perks that come with flying, but you can move around quickly.

**Q:** If you were the Thundering Herd this weekend, what would you do?

**A:** We would blow the doors off Southern Miss.

**Q:** What is one thing you’ve accomplished that you’re most proud of?

**A:** Getting a 1-1 draw with the Golden Hurricane’s keeper.

**Q:** What does the Thundering Herd need to do in order to beat Southern Miss?

**A:** We need to play like we’ve never played before and not take them lightly. Tyrese Gibson needs to play well.

**Q:** How much is the Thundering Herd winning by this point?

**A:** We’re just getting our feet wet in this season against Tulsa, tucking a ball into the corner of the net past the outstretched arms of the Golden Hurricane’s keeper.

**Q:** What is the biggest accomplishment thus far?

**A:** Blocking the doors off Southern Miss.

**Q:** Think about your life. What has been your biggest accomplishment so far?

**A:** Receiving a scholarship to Marshall University.

**Q:** What is one thing you couldn’t live without?

**A:** At the moment, my computer. It’s where I store a lot of work.

**Q:** Who is your idol?

**A:** Steve Prefontaine.

**Q:** If you were stranded on an island and could only bring three things, what would they be?

**A:** A banjo, a fully packed camping bag and matches.

**Q:** Where is your favorite place to eat in Huntington?

**A:** Black Sheep

**Q:** What is one thing you can’t live without?

**A:** My computer. I store a lot of work digitally, so losing my computer would be as if I never existed.

**Q:** Where is your favorite place to eat in Huntsville?

**A:** At the moment, my computer. It’s where I store a lot of work.

**Q:** Who is your idol?

**A:** Steve Prefontaine.

**Q:** What is your fondest childhood memory?

**A:** My fondest childhood memory is not having enough shoes for a week.

**Q:** What is one thing you couldn’t live without?

**A:** My computer. I store a lot of work digitally, so losing my computer would be as if I never existed.

**Q:** Where is your favorite place to eat in Huntington?

**A:** Black Sheep

**Q:** Do you have a motto?

**A:** Limits are self-imposed.

**Q:** What is one thing you’ve accomplished that you’re most proud of?

**A:** Receiving a scholarship to Marshall University.

**Q:** Think about your life. What has been your biggest accomplishment thus far?

**A:** Receiving a scholarship to Marshall University.

---

**Why is the Thundering Herd facing a difficult match against USM?**

The Thundering Herd is facing a difficult match against USM due to several factors. The Thundering Herd has a 0-7 record, while USM has a 2-5 record. USM’s defense has been solid, holding the Thundering Herd to just 3 yards in the first half of the game. The Thundering Herd’s offense has struggled, scoring just one touchdown on the day. The game is crucial for both teams, as the Thundering Herd needs to win to keep their bowl hopes alive, while USM needs to avoid a second straight loss.

---

**What is Zach Hunter’s perspective on the upcoming game?**

Zach Hunter is a versatile player for the Thundering Herd. He is a senior running back who has been a key part of the team’s offense. He is a big reason why the Thundering Herd is able to control the ball on the ground. He is a player that teams need to account for, as he can break tackles and make big gains. The game is crucial for both teams, and Zach Hunter is ready to lead the Thundering Herd to victory.

---

**What is the significance of the game between the Thundering Herd and USM?**

The game between the Thundering Herd and USM is significant for several reasons. It is a crucial game for both teams, as the Thundering Herd needs to win to keep their bowl hopes alive, while USM needs to avoid a second straight loss. It is also a game that will determine who will finish higher in the conference standings. The game is a must-win for both teams, and the outcome will have a major impact on their chances of making the playoffs.

---

**What is the impact of the Thundering Herd’s defense on the game against USM?**

The Thundering Herd’s defense has been solid, holding the USM offense to just 3 yards in the first half of the game. The defense has been key in controlling the game, as they have been able to stop USM’s offense and create opportunities for the offense. The defense has been a major reason why the Thundering Herd is able to control the ball on the ground, and they will need to continue to play well in order to win the game.

---

**What is the impact of the Thundering Herd’s offense on the game against USM?**

The Thundering Herd’s offense has struggled, scoring just one touchdown on the day. The offense has been a key part of the team’s success, and they will need to step up in order to win the game. The offense will need to create opportunities for Zach Hunter and other players to make big gains. They will need to control the ball on the ground and create opportunities for the defense to play well.

---

**What is the impact of the Thundering Herd’s special teams on the game against USM?**

The Thundering Herd’s special teams have been solid, and they have been a key part of the team’s success. They have been able to control the game on the field, as they have been able to create opportunities for the offense and create opportunities for the defense. They will need to continue to play well in order to win the game.

---
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The Center for African-American Students hopes to encourage African-American high school students to attend college and strengthen their knowledge of Marshall.

‘The most salient purpose of this program is to encourage high school students to attend college and to strengthen their knowledge of Marshall University,’” said Paula Vega, the event’s director. “Marshall’s Center for African-American Students is excited to continue this event beginning Friday.”

As part of the Day celebration, the Center for African-American Students will host a college awareness breakfast banquet and that is open to all students.

Students will tour the campus and learn about the different colleges Marshall offers. New students will be able to ask questions about the University and the culture of the University. The event will be held from 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. in the William and J. David Dreeben Center for Student Life.

The event will be held on the campus of Marshall University and open to all high school students interested in attending college.

The event will be held on what is called a parent meeting. The parents meet each other, learn about the University and will be encouraged to contact the University and appreciate the University.

For more information, please contact Paula Vega at paula.vega@marshall.edu.

**Event hopes to recruit African-American high school students to MU**

**By MASON HAYNES**

MASON HAYNES | marinestate@marshall.edu
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**First Team Autism 5k set for Sunday**

**By KATE LYSIS**

THE PARTHENON
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Fantasy Football: Week Nine is mine

By RYAN DOFFMAN
FOR THE PARTHENON

Weekly Echo Recap:
The Kansas City City Clerk have improved to 8-0 after defeating the Cleveland Browns Sunday. The Chiefs just keep on winning, and with each victory, football fans across the country become more enamored.

The Detroit Lions played 80 yards in a 42-second span to defeat the Dallas Cowboys in what was a thrilling game. On another note, Lions wide receiver Calvin Johnson eclipsed for 14 catches for 229 yards and a touchdown. The yards are a franchise record. He was only seven yards shy of tying the NFL record for most receiving yards in a game.

The Green Bay Packers defeated the Minnesota Vikings in a shootout Sunday. The win keeps them in first place in the NFC North. As for our Thundering Herd alumni, Pat Dye's Middle Tennessee made Marshall look average against Ohio that was recovered by the Bobcats in the endzone for a touchdown, which was only seven yards shy of tying the NFL record for most receiving yards in a game.

How is Dwayne Bowe still owned in 97 percent of leagues? He has 13 fantasy points over the last four weeks. Bowe deserves to be dropped in all leagues. He is still a waste of a roster spot. Drop him.

Fantasy Report:
Michael Vick injured his hamstring in last Sunday's game. He has been ruled out for Sunday's game against Oakland.

Robert Griffin III took Tuesday's game with an apparent knee injury. This was a big game to3 Redskins fans as well as NFL owners, mainly because he just recovered from a torn ACL. The knee that he injured in last Sunday's game, thankfully, was not the same knee that he had surgery on, head coach Mike Shanahan confirmed that Griffin is knee is sure, but he said that he'll be back.

Julioved suffered an ankle sprain in last Sun-

nado. Shanahan tweeted that he won't be done for long. The Broncos are on a bye this week, as Denver has six games in the season.

As for our Thundering Herd alumni, Pat Dye's Middle Tennessee made Marshall look average against Ohio that was recovered by the Bobcats in the endzone for a touchdown, which was only seven yards shy of tying the NFL record for most receiving yards in a game.

If you have any questions/comments or need fantasy football advice, feel free to email me at Avery_dorfman@yahoo.com.

Bowe deserves to be dropped in all leagues. He is still a waste of a roster spot. Drop him.

The Herd should walk all over the Golden Eagles Saturday and would then be one away from bowl eligibility with just a win.

If you really want to bowl Marshall's three losses down to one play, those would be the plays.

If you need a bye-week fill-in at running back.

Bowe deserves to be dropped in all leagues. He is still a waste of a roster spot. Drop him.

For the score, the Herd lost in triple overtime, 29-24.

If you really want to bowl Marshall's three losses down to one play, those would be the plays.

If you need a bye-week fill-in at running back.

Bowe deserves to be dropped in all leagues. He is still a waste of a roster spot. Drop him.
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